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Speaker for December 11th, 2016
Martine Negro 

- Hacking the Well-Being Code -

As dowsers, we have the advantage of be-
ing more aware, and we have a great tool 

to help ourselves. We know how important it 
is to make time to check, assess and under-
stand what is going on in our body.

Martine will be presenting her new book: 
‘Hacking the Well-Being Code’. Martine be-
lieves a true ‘Health Care System’ is about pre-
serving health or regaining health. For this, we need to be aware of 
the challenges to our well-being as well as the qualities that enhance 
well-being.

She will be exploring the ‘eight challenges’ of well-being, and will in-
vite you to dowse which is your biggest challenge.

Martine has thirty years’ practice in Oriental Mind Body Health, 
and trained thousands of students into understanding energetic dy-
namics of the human system. She is the co-founder of the Diploma 
of Energetic Healing at Nature Care College in 1998, the co-initiator 
and life member of The International Energetic Healing Association, 
and is also our Society’s current President.

Martine has been committed to raise the level of energetic intelli-
gence in our society, helping thousands of people manage their en-
ergy so they can maintain their well-being, speaking and training at 
Nature Care College, writing articles and recently becoming an au-
thor.
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From the Editor

Just a reminder that our December meeting is on the SECOND Sun-
day of December, not the third. So keep this date for a very good end- 

of-year meeting, concluding the year with a talk by our dear president 
Martine Negro.

The entry is free so bring guests if you wish. We will have a lucky door 
prize and a special Christmas afternoon tea.

Kevin Duncan was not able to present his original talk at the September 
meeting due to health issues. We are glad to hear he is now well and very 
eager to talk to us. He will be our January speaker.

We have very exciting plans for the year 2017, if you look at page 22 you 
will find out about our first major outing seminar for next year. A very 
special treat, as we have been invited for a weekend water seminar at Tre-
vor Harding’s farm, near Mudgee. It is a rare offer. I did attend the last 
one in April 2011, and it was very special for me - I found water! More 
information on this seminar will be available next month.

In this issue we have some exciting news from several countries we do not 
hear from very often, showing that dowsing (or Radionics as it is known 
there) is alive and really well accepted there, even by mainstream medi-
cine. You will find this amazing article on page 9.

This month’s issue includes the usual mix of articles to do with raising our 
awareness, this includes dowsing of course, but also wellbeing, health, in-
ner life and learning. I hope that my choices over the years have provided 
fertile ground for learning, growth and entertainment.  

I look forward to having you join me again for another year. I hope that 
we are not just getting older, but wiser, not poorer but richer in the heart,  
and not at war but in peace inside.

Wishing you all a very Merry Festive Season.

Until next time,      François
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The Art of Dowsing Interview
Reprinted from the Good Health magazine, November 2016 issue

Earlier this year our Dowsing teacher, Maggie Lowe, was interviewed by  
Bonnie Bayley from the Good Health magazine.

If you need answers or guidance in life, dowsing is an invaluable tool, 
as Bonnie Bayley discovers.

From the little questions like “Where did I leave my keys?” and “Which 
moisturiser should I buy?” to the momentous ones “Do I accept that job?”, 
or “Which school should I send my child to?”, our lives are full of so many 
options. 

Learning how to use a pendulum to get “Yes” or “No” responses to ques-
tions, called ‘dowsing’, is an empowering way to get clarity.

Q: How can Dowsing help You?

A: It’s believed that the pendulum acts as a bridge between our subcon-
scious mind and the universal consciousness or ‘all that is’. “When we 
dowse we’re using our intuition to receive an answer to a clearly defined ques-
tion,” says Maggie Lowe, tutor at the Dowsers Society of NSW.

During a dowsing session, our body functions as a conduit for impulses 
and energy. “We’re accessing information that’s out there in the universe, and 
that message gets transported by electrical impulses in the body, causing a re-
sponse through the pendulum string,” explains Lowe.

An ancient technique that was originally used for finding underground 
water and minerals, dowsing can be used for everything from locating a 
lost item to choosing the best tradesperson, natural therapy or holiday 
destination, as well as bigger life questions, such as buying a house or 
clarifying the core issues that are underlying relationship problems.

“The potential is limited only by the dowser’s imagination, experience and 
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accuracy,” says David Green, author of ‘The Dowsing Companion’.

Q: How to Do It?

A: Dowsing is best done when you’re hydrated and relaxed, sitting in a 
quiet room. “Dowsers most commonly hold the pendulum between the thumb 
and forefinger of the dominant hand, which allows free and unrestricted 
movement of the pendulum,” says Green.

The next step is to establish a “Yes” (positive) and “No” (negative) re-
sponse. The universal “Yes” is a clockwise circle, while “No” is anti-clock-
wise. For left-handers, it’s the opposite. 

To test this, ask your pendulum something you know the answer to (for 
example, “Is my name ___?”).

“If you get a different “Yes” response that’s strong you can stay with that, or 
convert it to the universal ‘yes’ by swinging your pendulum clockwise as you 
repeat ‘This is my yes response, now and always,’” advises Lowe.

Q: What to Consider

A: Before you begin dowsing, ask “Can I, may I, should I dowse?” (includ-
ing what you want to dowse about). This establishes that you’re physi-
cally and mentally ready, you have permission from the subject of the 
dowse or your higher self, and it’s in the best interests of all concerned.  
If you get a ‘no’ to the first question, you can try again later, but a ‘no’ to 
the others means you shouldn’t proceed.  

It’s best to dowse for yourself rather than for others until you’re more 
experienced. Also, you should treat the process with respect, avoiding 
questions motivated by greed (for instance, trying to predict Lotto num-
bers). 
“Be careful about poking your nose into other people’s business and consider 
‘Would I like somebody to ask that about me?’” adds Lilian Verner-Bonds, 
co-author of ‘How to Use a Pendulum for Dowsing and Divination’.  “It’s 
about working with honour and integrity.”
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Q: Ask the Right Questions

A: Asking good questions when you dowse is the key to receiving clear 
answers.  “Questions should be precise and to the point, concentrating on one 
query at a time,” advises Verner-Bonds.  “You can then continue asking 
questions to gain more insight.” 

For instance, instead of “Should I go on holidays?” you might say “Should 
I book the cruise I’ve been contemplating to Fiji this December? Plan your 
questions ahead of your dowsing session because it will help the entire process 
to be more fluid,” says Green.

Avoid asking the same question multiple times, which causes confusion. 
“What you can do is say ‘Can I please clarify that answer was XYZ,’” sug-
gests Lowe.  If you get an answer you don’t like, don’t worry.  “Nothing is 
set in stone, so leave it for several months then ask again,” suggests Verner-
Bonds. 

Encouragement for Beginning Dowsers
By Alicja Aratyn

Reprinted from the American Dowser, Summer 2016

When I am teaching people at the very beginning stage of their 
dowsing journey, I am often asked the question, "Why do my rods 

work well sometimes - especially when I am around other dowsers - but then 
consistency is irregular when I'm on my own?" I am always happy to see 
that beginning dowsers are paying attention to such details, and taking 
the opportunity to find out more.

There are at least two aspects to this difficulty. The first deals with 
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personal sensitivity. Beginning dowsers put their ‘dowsing dial’ on recep-
tivity to energy without making much distinction between different types 
of energy vibrations that we are able to ‘read’ through the movement of 
pendulums or rods. Over time, we refine our awareness and can make 
our intentions more specific.

When we begin any new adventure in life, we tend to focus more on 
procedure than on the goal we want to achieve. In dowsing, we want to 
know how to hold our rods or pendulum, how to ‘clear’ oneself, how to 
stand, how to focus, and so on. This is normal.

An experienced dowser does not pay attention to those basic things, as 
they have been imprinted on his/her subconscious. His/her focus can 
then be completely on the question, dilemma, or concern at hand. That 
attitude allows him/her to connect with the desired vibration quickly, 
and to stay with it for as long as it's needed. 

With time, beginners reach the stage which in Neuro-Linguistic Pro-
gramming is called the ‘fourth level of knowledge’ and is regarded as ‘Un-
conscious Competence.' As a result of experience, he/she reaches the de-
sired stage of mind and body focus almost automatically.

The second factor to examine is ‘group energy’. Have you ever meditated 
with a group? If so, you may hear some people saying that they come to 
those classes/meetings because they ‘go higher’ or ‘see more’ while with 
others. When we are around people doing the same thing as we are, our 
conscious mind connects with the minds of others near us. This ‘group 
consciousness’ does not concern itself with who is stronger or weaker - it 
connects all, and holds them on an average level. 

When you are a beginner, this group consciousness will lift your aware-
ness higher. While the individual consciousness of others may be lowered 
slightly, this is not really a problem. Group consciousness is strengthened 
because of the number of people involved and can achieve its goals most 
of the time.
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We dowse better with other dowsers around us. We share experience, 
abilities, and - most of all - confidence in dowsing. Our attitude changes 
unconsciously. We begin to trust ourselves more.  A common goal fo-
cuses the energy of a group. Even though each member of the group may 
dowse for different things, the group goal is still to dowse effectively. It is 
important, however, to remember not to mistake one's own power for 
the greater power of the group and become over-impressed with one's 
own individual ability.

When we are with a group, we can notice how we feel and remember it. 
Also, we can look around and see how other, more advanced dowsers do 
what we want to do. We don't need to ‘mimic’ others, but at the begin-
ning stage, we can treat them as role models. (Later on, we may want to 
develop our own unique dowsing style, drawing from our own direct 
experience.)

When we are on our own, we can recreate the feeling we had in the 
group. Imagine that there are others around. We can see ourselves as part 
of a dowsing group, then ‘go with the flow’ as we remember it. Focus, but 
without tension; tension will create a spasm in our muscles, which pre-
vents energy from flowing freely, giving us a weaker signal.

Beginning dowsers - be positive and trust in yourselves. Be passionate 
about what you are doing. The results will come; they are just around the 
‘energetic corner.’ Best wishes for your dowsing journey.

Alicja Aratyn is an Ambassador and past Vice President of the Canadian 
Society of Dowsers. She has taught and lectured at the ASD Convention for 
the last 15 years as well as in many chapters around the country. An environ-
mental engineer by training, she also holds a Doctorate in Metaphysics, ena-
bling her to bridge science and esotericism in her work. Alicja's website offers 
a large and outstanding variety of dowsing tools.

To learn more about Alicja's private sessions and seminars, visit 
www.intuitivedowsing.com 
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When Reality Exceeds Dreams
The Adventure of the Italian Society of Radionics

by Alessandra Previdi

This letter, including a large number of photos, was received from Alessandra 
by the editor after responding to a request for information on Peter Ruehm-
korff ‘s radionics machines. 

A few months ago I received a letter from 
the Radionics Association appointing 

me an honorary member. I was touched and 
I thought of all those years ago, when I had 
just turned 24 when full of enthusiasm, hesi-
tation and hope, I attended the introductory 
weekend at Sparsholt College in Winchester.

My English was not all that great and I’d nev-
er seen a pendulum in my whole life. I was a 
super sceptical biologist dissatisfied with her 
studies, and I was stunned by reading the 
book Report on Radionics by Russell.

I really wanted to become a radionics operator, to treat people and plants 
remotely and who knows what other kind of miracles were waiting for 
me!!!

The road has not been easy, far from it, but here I am now. I can be 
happy and proud about myself and what I’ve been doing in all these 
years. Thank you so much for this unexpected gift, this award for my life 
spent in radionics, my great passion!

My intentions with this article are to update you on the work done so far 
and also on the current situation of radionics in Italy.

In 2007 I started a project called Radionics without Borders with the 
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Italian Society of Radionics of which, I am now the president. The pro-
ject concerns the creation of a radionics school and a class of radionics 
professionals in Latin America. A programme conceived from the con-
sideration of the extreme state of poverty of a large part of these popula-
tions (and therefore, what better than radionics for small groups who 
may be isolated on mountains or for poor families, to give them the 
chance to work and get results with simple pieces of paper?) and simul-
taneously use their great mental openness and tradition regarding the 
invisible and the use of subtle energy.

The occasion was offered me unexpectedly by a student who was work-
ing for an NGO in Latin America and suggested that I go to Colombia, 
where a group of social and health workers and shamans were eager to 
meet me and to learn radionics from me. I didn’t talk the language in 
those days, but the boldness that has always distinguished me helped me 
out. I prepared a simple, special and cheap program suitable for their 
needs and so I left. I lived a truly unforgettable adventure. The seed was 
planted, but my commitment to my small daughter kept me from fur-
ther trips. The vice president, Federico Marincola, gave an extremely 
positive reaction and there was great demand, and so he took on the task 
to go back to Colombia to teach, instead of me. Below is his report.

In 2010, taken by what I call ‘divine fervour’, I worked out the crazy idea 
to throw myself heart and soul into an absolutely new adventure: to go 
on a mission to Central America to teach radionics in the context of the 
project Radionics Without Borders of SIRR (the Italian Radionics Soci-
ety), that after the visit of Alessandra to Colombia, was now required in 
Nicaragua too. Gianpaola Facchin, one of Alessandra’s radionics practi-
tioners and the first organizer of her trip in Colombia held some intro-
ductory levels of dowsing and radionics in Managua. People were enthu-
siastic.

I arrived in Managua, with the organizational and logistical support of 
Didi Prema of the local Ananda Marga, I found myself in front of a very 
large class of ‘Radionics First Level’ students. They were well educated, 
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cheerful, friendly and especial-
ly motivated. The result was ex-
cellent, and the students asked 
me to continue the course until 
graduation. 

So I began regular trips, two or 
three times a year, to undertake 
the training of future Nicara-
guan radionics practitioners.

Soon Guatemala was included in my travels, and there I taught radionics 
to a group of students in the capital, and at the same time I started enter-
ing into the depths of the spiritual world of the Maya people.

The Mayans, bright and intelligent people, immediately noticed that 
with the pendulum, radionics and the Raymon Grace protocol they could 
readily get rid of negativity, diseases and pain. I was immediately named 
‘El Gringo curandero’ (the word ‘Gringo’ means a person from the US, 
but it seems that they use it for all the white-skinned foreigners).

Since I gained their trust, I took the opportunity to undergo special train-
ing myself, and in 2011 I was introduced to Ajq’ij, or ‘Mayan Spiritual 
Guide’. They started me into the ancestral Maya cosmovision, prepared 

me to celebrate the ceremonies 
of the ‘Quema’ (sacred fire), 
taught me to work with the 20 
Nawales and the Sacred Calen-
dar, to dowse with the tradi-
tional technique of Tzité (Pole 
Pito red beans, a sacred plant) 
and many other absolutely fas-
cinating things. 

At the same time I began the 

Dowsing class

Dowsing a chart
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teaching projects of radionics to the native Matagalpa (Nicaragua) and 
Xinka (Guatemala). Mostly farmers, these friends immediately showed 
an incredible healing talent. Meanwhile, at the end of the Radionics 
School levels, the first diplomas from the Italian Radionics Society were 
obtained in Nicaragua and Guatemala. Alessandra (in Italian) read and 
evaluated the students’ theses, and I (on the website) examined the can-
didates by oral examination. 

Last but not least, in 2014, after 5 years of hard work, the big news ar-
rived: thanks to some radionics practitioners in Managua, the Nicara-
guan National Assembly approved and officially included radionics (as it 
has been defined by the Italian Society of Radionics as well as our school), 
in the new law regarding Natural Medicine. In practice what happened 
was that in Nicaragua, radionics practitioners had the same basic rights 
and duties as doctors.

In practice radionics had been officially recognized by a State as a valid 
natural therapy and support. FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE WORLD! 
I could not believe it... The inclusion of radionics in that Act is on ac-
count of the radionics operator and solicitor Carmen Zamora (my for-
mer student), current President of the ‘Fundación de Centroamérica y Ra-
dionics’. Yes, because the ‘kids’ have grown up and have founded their 
own association. They still need help though, because over there every-
thing goes very slowly. 

Current situation: the mission of Radion-
ics Sin Fronteras SIRR is going ahead suc-
cessfully. Today (Spring 2016) in Central 
America we have 33 Radionics practition-
ers graduated from SIRR: 24 in Nicara-
gua, 4 in El Salvador, 3 in Honduras and 
2 in Guatemala. They are mainly doctors, 
psychologists and Natural Medicine ther-
apists.

Federico with graduating student
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We regularly run radionics 
courses in all of these nations, 
so before the end of 2016 the 
number of radionics practi-
tioners should increase. We 
hope in the near future to 
bring radionics to Belize, Cos-
ta Rica and Panama.

I’ve joked many times with 
Federico: Learn radionics and 
travel the world!!! We took as a reference the recruitment poster for the 
US Navy. And for us it was just like this! It was great following all this 
work and bringing our techniques to these far away countries, and also 
to be associated with them and learn from them. 

They are very special people, connected to nature, to energy, and they are 
all extraordinary natural healers. The students have been very creative. 
Some of them invented their own radionics devices and  ‘healing’ pat-
terns.

Some of the students started using specific painted pebbles with colors 
and healing numbers (cosmic) to put in beds or in pockets. One student 
in particular had good results with children... and their parents! As part 
of the radionics instrumentation, we supply them with all sorts of dia-
grams, from the French ones to those of paper by doctor Don Gerrard at 
Sanjeevini. We also adopted the ‘Radionix’ a radionics software created 
specifically by our engineer friend Antonio Langone, where you can put 
rates, colours, patterns, various remedies, sounds and more. It’s cheap 
and it works very well!

As for Italy, after the initial mistrust in 1995, where no one knew what 
radionics was and on top looked at you like a sorceress ready to give the 
evil eye, today we are witnessing a real boom. All wish to learn radionics, 
books full of diagrams are published, websites and FB pages on internet 

Dowsing tuition
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are being created. Despite the fierce competition, we remain the ultimate 
association, the reference point for radionics in Italy. On our side there is 
our history (we are the oldest), our activities, our professional and serious 
school, and our constant attention to ethics too. All this is very much ap-
preciated.

I have never stopped learning and I went around the world always look-
ing for new explanations to the unsolved mysteries that radionics still 
offers! The accumulated background of teaching became remarkable es-
pecially compared to radiesthesia, that in USA has increased to incredible 
levels. In practice with the pendulum apart from analysing, you can now 
do everything. 

Turning it clockwise you might have a connection with spiritual guides, 
angels and other entities similar to this, treatments can be sent, you can 
cure, change situations, make energy cleaning, take off geopathics, move 
water veins under the houses or reactivate dry wells (that’s right, and I 
have learned to do it by myself, isn’t it amazing??? !!!). It‘s a fascinating 
method that underpins and helps the development and establishment of 
the practical use of our mental power and our spirituality. 

For me, learning all this has been an important part of my own spiritual 
path. A few years ago I was 
in Vermont at the confer-
ence of the American dows-
ers (www.dowsers.org).

This was an amazing experi-
ence, hundreds of people 
gathered in a college and so 
many speakers holding 
courses on the most diverse 
and fascinating things, from 
aliens to the runes, from the ‘use of radiesthesia on archaeological finds, to 
the power points of the Earth’...of course one of the speakers was me, and 
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you have to keep in mind the fact that radionics was banned in the Unit-
ed States after the case of the great Ruth Drown and it seemed that al-
most no one in America knew what it was!!! I expected to find aggressive 
people or even ones bored by trite and hackneyed information but...they 
didn’t even know what I was talking about !!!!

I don’t understand a lot about life but I do know that I’m a pioneer. I’m 
not a healer, not a shaman, I don’t have extrasensory perception, or dreams 
or other paranormal faculties, but things of the future just find me and I 
bring them in our world, I transmit new knowledge, I open new roads.

I plant the seeds. Just think about the fact that this year at the American 
convention there was a radionics course!

So, like a good pioneer I 
decided that we could 
expand and I included 
radiesthesia in the school 
program, and I renamed 
the association the ‘Ital-
ian Society of Radionics 
and Radiesthesia’. Given 
the number of competi-
tors I’ve decided to focus on quality and continuous innovation (which 
is my mission!). Our school is now divided into a technical radiesthetic 
diploma and radionics practitioner. 

The first diploma is achieved in a year and a half and the second one in 
two years and a half. It is getting more and more successful, partly be-
cause many are frightened by the instruments and the preparation need-
ed to become a good radionics practitioner but they are people of value 
and they can do well without tools too. 

So they can get a preparation and the ability to work with energy clean-
ing, radionics on paper and much more (the levels of radiesthesia are 3 
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and include much teaching; 
from the Raymon Grace tech-
niques, the fantastic dowser, 
American coach who is really 
everyone’s favourite for the ease 
and efficacy of his techniques 
which include the study and 
cleaning of past lives, the geo-
pathics and their treatment, 
counselling and empowerment. 

The school has always been recognised for its great seriousness and pro-
fessionalism, and above all thanks to my international reputation, you 
feel to belong to something larger than just a partnership, but to a world-
wide movement of radionics practitioners and specific knowledge. This is 
very nice and I find it very aligned with the expansion of the boundaries 
due to internet access and the new ‘quantum’ culture: we are in the age 
of Aquarius!

We also have projects involving agriculture, many requests not only for 
treatments but especially to learn the techniques. Farmers have the desire 
to return to nature, to treat the fields and the crops in a different way try-
ing to stay as far as possible from poisons. There is also our research area 
that sees the opportunity to use radionics for much more, like the pres-
ervation and assimilation of food to enhance sports performances, or to 
insert information on all different kinds of products and more. We are 
open to any suggestion, any exchange and cooperation! THIS IS THE 
FUTURE !!!

The promotion of radionics in Italy continues as usual with articles on 
Facebook, with conferences around the country and not to forget our 
annual convention that attracts new people and allows the exchange of 
ideas and contacts. Next year, for example, it is going to be held in Rome 
on April 30. A Brazilian radionics practitioner will join us, Regia Prado 
who invented the radionics table, a magnificent design with many 

Lesson with Federico
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possibilities for the trained practitioner’s mind...really fascinating!

A representative of Biogeometry will also be there to discuss this with us 
(www.biogeometry.ca), a field of research that is emerging and that I am 
approaching with enthusiasm in my unrestrained pursuit of the ‘Why’ 
and the ‘How’...Ibrahim Karim, the founder, is an Egyptian architect 
who discovered the secrets sought by French radiesthesia, Chaumery, de 
Belizal, Morel, Enel, the Servranx brothers and many others. 

In practice he discovered how to use the famous waves of form and what 
they are in a radionics diagram as well as a three-dimensional structure or 
in a pyramid or the universal pendulum. In Switzerland an entire coun-
try was freed from harmful electromagnetic waves coming from a Tele-
com repeater placed on the bell tower only by using simple oddly shaped 
and really cheap objects...go and read it on their site ... Fantastic! I repeat: 
THIS is THE FUTURE !!!

I never get tired of the Radionics world, and it’s true that I like to cross 
over the borders, but everything finally seems to be one thing, our ability 
to create, to intervene on reality, to change our lives and the lives of oth-
ers and the planet. 

When studying and researching for my report ‘Radionics Tools: Radion-
ics vs Charts’ for our last year’s conference in Bologna, I tried to research 
similarities and differences between the instruments of classical radionics 
(for example the instrument with knobs and radionics drawings on pa-
per) and I found that there is not much difference between them as both 
can act as health checkers or healing devices. Both, the knobs on the in-
strument and the grid on the drawing do nothing but divide the ener-
gies...to separate them and tune them. Isn’t it amazing ???

Yes, radionics was and is a great adventure to me, it spiced up my life. 
And for this I am really grateful to the Radionic Association, as there 
everything started. So, THANK YOU so much!!!
        Alessandra Previdi
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Living Between the Worlds
By Maureen B. McElroy

The American Dowser, Summer 2016

To say I have an interesting life would be the understatement of the 
century. Let me explain. 

I was born early, or, as I like to say, came to life class early. I was also born 
with cerebral palsy, which affects my balance. As a result, I use a walker. 
I remember when I was four years old coming home from Church on 
Palm Sunday, and asking my Mom if Jesus was going to heal me. Mom 
stopped and said, “No Maureen, he wants you to do that for yourself.” Her 
answer made sense to me. I didn’t have to wait for anyone else’s help - I 
could get on with my life. Everyone is born with certain gifts and talents 
to use and benefit the planet in some unique way. My job was to develop 
mine and help others.

I was like many children in that I had ‘imaginary friends.’ Five girls and 
three boys were my playmates, but I considered myself to be their mom. 
I always had a different concept of death from most people. I saw it as 
walking through a door and continuing life on the other side. Family and 
friends who had crossed over would come to me in dreams and tell me 
that they were happy, that their new life there was wonderful. Later in 
my life, my experiences with the unseen world became much more unu-
sual.

At the age of six, I remember telling God, “I want older brothers. I have 
two younger sisters, and I don’t need any more”. Seven years later, my prayer 
was answered. That was when Gabriel, the first of six archangels, showed 
up. He told me he was one of ‘my older brothers.’ “How can you be my 
brother?” I asked. “You’re an angel and I’m a human.” He explained that I 
had been an angel before I was incarnated in this lifetime, and had been 
one of the guardians in charge of the Akashic Records, which is like a 
library recording everything that has ever happened.
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When I first met Gabriel, he came to sit 
beside me by a waterfall. Though I knew 
from my Roman Catholic upbringing that 
saints had mystical experiences, I certainly 
didn’t consider myself a saint.

I literally asked Gabriel if I had died. He 
explained I was very much alive, and other 
brothers would be coming to see me, too. 
If I needed them at any time, I could call 
on them and they would come. 

They would give me training. The more I 
practiced what they taught me, the more 
they could teach me. He promised that I 
would go up in vibration with each new 
skill I mastered. I could ask questions, but 
Gabriel explained that they would not always be able to answer them - 
there were things ‘The Boss’ (God) didn’t let even them know.

One of my first questions was, “How is it that I can see you, and not eve-
ryone else can?” Gabriel, or as I sometimes call him ‘G-Man’ said very 
simply that it was because I had been an angel before I incarnated as a 
human. Apparently, I always had had the ability to heal. I was their sister, 
and they didn’t want me to forget that I had that ability. Gabriel also said 
that all six arch-angels were my invisible family. “Does this mean I get in-
vited to family picnics?” Gabriel laughed and explained that my spontane-
ous sense of humor was one reason they liked me so much. Usually, I 
refer to my ‘Older brothers’ as ‘The Boys.’

For many years I told no one about my angelic relations, mainly because 
I didn’t want to be seen as ‘nuts.’ I am what people would call ‘broadband’ 
- I see, hear, smell, and feel psychically. With practice, I have become a 
medical intuitive. I can see inside a person and determine their medical 
issue. I respect people’s privacy, however, and don’t do this unless I’m 
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asked or unless I see a medical emergency that should be dealt with im-
mediately. I am also an empath - I feel and understand other people’s 
emotions, but can keep myself separate from their feelings. I can under-
stand what a person who experienced trauma in the past went through. I 
can help them release their feelings safely and appropriately.

I am also a ‘psychic surgeon.’  I am not a medical doctor, and I don’t give 
medical advice. In fact, I often recommend that people make an appoint-
ment with their family doctor. Before I work with anyone, I always check 
with big brothers ‘Met’ and ‘Eli’ to see if it is appropriate for me to do so. 
Occasionally, I find that I am not the person to do the work. If I learn 
that a person is going to ‘cross over’ then I ask how I can help them tran-
sition from physical life to the other side. For example, when a cousin 
had a terminal illness, I was told not to treat him. Instead, my role was to 
arrange a ‘welcome committee’ to greet him on the other side.

I receive ‘downloads’ of new skills and new information usually over a 
period of several days. I am aware of the delivery process, but usually not 
of the contents at the time. Eventually, the new skills pop up when need-
ed. To understand how the ‘Boys’ and I work, imagine the human body 
as a big computer program. The Boys and I read the cell codes - cells re-
member everything that happens. I can usually read what emotion caused 
discomfort in a particular organ. I then work with a client’s ‘inner child,’ 
and give them ‘balloons’ filled with whatever they needed at that time 
and did not have. Finally, I integrate their younger self with who they are 
now, causing their current pain to disappear.

I look forward to sharing more of my insights and experiences in future 
articles. Topics include guidelines that have helped me in my work, and 
my experiences communicating with spirit animals and Nature.

Maureen McElroy has presented at the ASD National Convention twice, 
most recently at Saratoga Springs. She can be reached at:

mrnmcelroy@verizon.net or her home phone (215) 355-2567.
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Kindness Contest Bears Fruit for All
By Amyjansongreen

Reprinted from www.kindspring.org/story

When I was little I wondered why 
neighborhoods didn’t invest in edible 

landscaping to build community, promote 
health, and promote collaboration. As 
adults, my husband and I decided the right 
way to answer this question was to do it our-
selves, so we transformed our front yard with 
edibles, adding blueberries, strawberries, limes, and pomegranates.

Every crop brought us closer to neighbors and strangers. The food was an 
excuse to commune. Kids in the neighborhood (including our sons) 
learned patience and gentle timing. When we had extra, we’d share it. 
Then, we received a powerful lesson; a gift hidden as a loss. Our first-
ever crop of pomegranates had ripened. But at harvest, they were all 
gone, stolen in the middle of the night. We were shocked, sad and angry. 
Friends had fun suggesting deterrents. One even suggested we post a sign 
to curse thieves who stole our fruit.

And suddenly, the lesson was clear. We did need a sign. But our sign 
would encourage sharing and community. Last Fall, we had a larger crop 
of pomegranates. We posted a sign that read, “If you’d like one, please 
knock and introduce yourself and we’d be happy to cut one off the bush for 
you. Thanks,        ~The Green Family.” 

Out of eight fruits, one pomegranate was taken, and most others gifted 
to new friends. This year, we won the Kindness Contest award, so we 
planted three new fruit trees - a peach, a pear and a plum. Before they 
fruit, I’ll add a big sign to the yard to encourage sharing. Today, I am 
happy to role model generosity for my young sons and to have been 
blessed with the opportunity to provide an edible front yard for others. 
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Dowsing for Water Seminar 
February 25-26, 2017 at Tabrabucca

This is a special weekend seminar hosted by Trevor Harding at his farm 
‘Tabrabucca’, in Mudgee. The farm includes a lodge which Trevor 

has kindly offered as free accommodation for the duration of the seminar. 
You can also bring your tent if you wish, or if the lodge is fully booked. 

The large open plan building comprising kitchen, dining and lounge area 
(with a cosy open fire) flanked by four double and six twin bedrooms.

Trevor will provide a friendly, low key, really practical weekend. He will 
give field experience and guidance on water divining in an atmosphere for 
integration and bonding. People can arrive on Friday night or on Saturday 
morning. Start time on Saturday will be 9:30am with time to find out 
people’s prior knowledge and skills. Late comers will be able to catch up.

There will be L-rods available for everyone, but you can bring your own if 
you have some. Trevor will demonstrate finding a good quality, permanent 
underground stream of water. He will show how to find quantity, depth, 
quality and direction. There are many water veins in Trevor’s land, some 
wells have already been drilled and it is very exciting to confirm his findings.
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There will be plenty of time to rest and talk. Last time Trevor ran a weekend 
like this, people were quite surprised to find water on their own, right 
after the training. This was for many a very rewarding experience.

Everyone is invited. There are twins and double rooms in the Lodge, If 
we run out of rooms, there is plenty of room for tents too. You can even 
bring your friends! Some photos from the last seminar at Tabrabucca.
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Speaker for January 15th, 2017
Kevin Duncan

- Aboriginal Spirituality -

Kevin is a member of the Darkinjung 
Local Aboriginal Land Council.

He has gained a great deal of knowledge of 
aboriginal cultural heritage from his Elders 
from Gomilaroi Country and through 
working in the area as an Aboriginal Cul-
tural Heritage Officer. He is also an Abo-
riginal Artist with many of his works sold 
and collected by various Art Galleries. 

Aboriginal spirituality is defined as at the core of Aboriginal being, 
their very identity. It gives meaning to all aspects of life including 
relationships with one another and the environment. Everything is 
interconnected, people, plants and animals, landforms and celestial 
bodies are all part of a larger reality. In this world, nothing is inani-
mate, everything is alive; animals, plants, and natural forces, all are 
energised by a spirit. 

As such, humans are on an equal footing with nature; are part of na-
ture and are morally obligated to treat animals, plants and landforms 
with respect. In this world, the invisible and the visible pulse with 
the same life, and the sacred is not separated from the secular, they 
are interconnected and interactive.

But also in this world, the unseen spiritual forces are stronger and 
hold sway over all nature. A healthy respect for the power of spirit 
forces is learned from early childhood.
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Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb 
 and be seated by 2:00 pm

Bus Services: 
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle 
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill

From City, 506 bus goes from Town Hall House, Druitt St, Stand L, to 
Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill

From  Chatswood : Bus # 536 

Venue for Meetings
Community Hall,  44 Gladesville Road,  Hunters Hill

Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month,  except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm

Website address
 www.dowsingaustralia.com


